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Review
Pompeii (2014) starts with the famous eyewitness quote by Pliny the Younger
about how Pompeiians were affected by the eruption and then it shows the victims’
plaster casts. This suggests that the film will be historically accurate and this
appears so until around halfway through. The director/producer Paul T. Anderson
was fascinated with the Romans from child hood on and strove to get details
historically right.1 Such details included making the costumes from Pompeii’s
surviving wall paintings, replicating those wall paintings and also mosaics and
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even replicating the bread and cobblestones.2 Even types of fish, fruit and
vegetables available in the markets had to be historically accurate. Six years of
study for the film went into Pompeii, tsunamis and volcanoes.3 Viewers will gain a
great understanding of ancient Pompeii – at least in the first half.
In the early scenes Roman invaders commanded by Corvus conquer a British
village, which by rebelling, has threatened the trade routes. Here war is a byproduct of trade gone wrong and brutality, slaughter and glory are by-products of
war. Good to see a film that does not just present war or even its brutality, but its
real causes. What gives this film an edge on many epics is the way it depicts
money, hierarchies and glory as being entwined motivations causing death and
misery.
When the Romans massacre a a rebellious Celtic village, Milo, a Celtic boy sees
Romans kill his father and Corvus kill his mother. He survives by being piled up
with the massacred and we see him escaping by clawing his way out of a pile of
corpses and escaping to the forest, briefly. After being captured by slave traders he
eventually becomes a gladiator who ends up in Pompeii. The focus shifts to the
wealthy family of Severus, Pompeii’s ruler. Corvus arrives and his crucial support
for Severus’s building expansion plans for Pompeii will cost an arranged marriage
with Severus’s reluctant daughter Cassia. The parents are also reluctant, but agree.
At the gladiatorial games a bizarrely masked chorus introduce the acts and
acknowledge Corvus as the game’s financier, thereby reminding the audience who
rules at the top of their local social pyramid. The acclamation of the chorus clearly
works as a Roman form of advertising. A subtext is that the chorus are not strange
to the Romans but are strange to us: therefore they remind us that not everything in
Roman society can be seen as being an earlier version of our society or can be
neatly explicable to us. An almost intangible religious element comes into play
here. Our public probably find that unsettling, but they will soon be reassured by a
Hollywood formula fantasy game. Corvus plays one himself for in the arena he
uses gladiators to recreate his conquest of the Celts, making it warrior against
warrior - without mention of money or murdered women and babies, of course.
Corvus decrees ‘Let the games begin’ and this becomes ironic indeed as the film
divides in half and the best half has gone. Until this point hard realities have, but
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Gladiators Atticus and Milo and Rich Girl Cassia in the devastated arena

Corvus at the height of his power Let the games begin indeed

we also see the power structures both within the family and between Severus and
his superior Corvus. The sad, loveless reality of arranged marriages and how they
serve the powerful also gains a presentation without melodrama. The public
would get a realistic recreation of several aspects of Roman hierarchies and how
they work here. The first half pulls no punches we see, brutal invasions, casual
death, the sordid, filthy dreary life of slaves are all depicted without cosmetics.
Then the film changes in the arena. Suddenly we are in some familiar fantasy
game where the action hero vanquishes enemies by the half dozen within seconds:
they die instantly from a single blow and more just pile on, oblivious to the fate of
their predecessors. Then just when Milo find himself surrounded by a fresh
contingent and appears doomed, the eruption conveniently hits, allowing them to
escape. From there on improbabilities pile up as Milo and Cassia repeatedly escape
dangers and Milo revenges himself on Corvus.
In the second half not only reality and probability wane, the historical accuracy
also weakens; Roman stirrups did not exist, only in Hollywood did proper Roman
matrons walk alone down streets in skimpy clothes and Vesuvius did not spit
fireballs.4 The decision to include stirrups was made on the primacy of stuntmen’s
safety, but the fireballs? These fireballs may become another popular fallacy
fostered on history by Hollywood. The scenes of Pompeiians during the eruption
are powerful, but the second half has a romance resembling another disaster movie
Titanic (1997). Resemblances abound: a forced marriage to a rich suitor, the loyal
thug to carry out the chief villain’s handywork, the mother matchmaking with the
lustful villain. The lovers attempting to escape and nearly doing so but this time the
poor boy sacrifices himself for the rich girl by getting off a weary horse, not a
splintering door. The ending differs in that she stays as the volcanic cloud
approaches so they eventually become plaster casts caught in a kiss.
While flawed the film remains worthwhile, as history, education and
entertainment.
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